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Is not required Hash. All those things need to take their place for specific projects, but to take a good dev and choose what is best for the scope of the project, rather than just use the most complex technology in all respects. Find out what's right for the project when considering the project you're working
on, think about what the requirements are and where most of the time should be spent. For example, if the site doesn't need complex JavaScript, don't add script-loading frameworks and modules that will take time and energy to install. Instead, a simple script file or even some inline JavaScript will work
fine. This way, the requirements are met and you can spend more time on the rest of the site. If the project is a personal one you're intensely passionate about, spend all the time when you want to make sure that every line of code is where it should be and it's reduced to its cleanest possible. If the project
is for a three-month campaign that should be completed next week, the shortest route to the finish line is probably the best. I've only been a developer for five years, and 95 percent of my professional projects are later. We need to complete the quality work in the shortest time. The word: Matt
AebersoldMatt Aebersold is a developer at BKWLD. This article originally appeared in Net Magazine Issue 246.246? Read these! What is your code philosophy? Tell us in the comments! Comments!
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